ENERGY EFFICIENCY DIRECTIVE 2012/27/EU

Adaptations for Energy Community
EED in the Energy Community – History

- EED = ESD (repealed 2014) + Cogeneration Directive (repealed)
- Ministerial Council Recommendation : October 2013 with certain adaptations
- EED Impact Assessment Study: June 2014; recommendations for adaptations assessed and quantified in monetary terms
- EECG Meeting in June 2014: Presentation of recommendations and discussions
- PHLG Meeting in September 2014: Presentation of the Impact Assessment Study’s recommendations
- EECG Meeting in November 2014: Table of adaptations presented
- PHLG meeting in December 2014: Table of adaptations presented and discussed
- Next step: PHLG March 2015 - Adoption of the EED
Significant adaptations

Article 3: National Targets

- Indicative savings target of final energy consumption:

  18% by 2025... 25% by 2030

EU has agreed on 27% saving target by 2030 (October 2014)!!!!

Article 5: Exemplary role of public bodies' buildings

- Public buildings must be renovated to meet the minimum energy performance requirements: 2% per year (instead of 3% in the EU)
No significant adaptations

Article 7: Energy Efficiency Obligation Schemes

- Achieve a cumulative end-use energy savings target, at least equivalent to achieving new savings each year from 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2030 of 1.5% of the annual energy sales to final customers of all energy distributors or all retail energy sales companies by volume, averaged over the most recent three-year period prior to 1 January 2016.

Article 14: Promotion of efficiency in heating and cooling

- Prepare a cost-benefit analysis of combined heat and power options for each new or substantially refurbished electricity generation installation with a total thermal input exceeding 20 MW, after 30 September 2016.
Article 28: Transposition

- Contracting Parties shall bring into force the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with Directive 2012/27/EU by 30 September 2016
Thank you for your attention!
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